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About This Game

Released in 2013

Project Syria was originally commissioned by the World Economic Forum and created at the University of Southern California
School of Cinematic Arts, this immersive journalism piece focuses on the plight of these children. By coupling pioneering

virtual reality technologies with audio and video captured at a tragic event, Project Syria transports audiences to the a scene as
the story unfolds.

Nearly one half of Syria’s 23 million people have been displaced in its civil war and no group has been as severely affected as
children. Children make up more than half of the three million refugees living in camps or makeshift housing and some news

reports indicate that children are actually being specifically targeted in the violence.
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Title: Project Syria
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Emblematic Group
Publisher:
Emblematic Group
Release Date: 8 Jan, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 64

Processor: i5 Intel

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 970 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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just to unforgiving! more unforgiving that dark souls or doom on the hardest dificulty! and the story is crap!.
HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA?. Very fun to play, you can customize everything!!. I made a video review to show off some
of the features and gameplay of this game!
http://youtu.be/n44pXFQtCzQ
I hope you enjoy!
Martyr. Arguably the spirtual sucessor to Marble Madness in the arcades of old, this little gem of a game is pretty much perfect.
It's hellishly addictive, lots and lots of fun and is even funny in places (spoiler = space worms!). I highly recommend this game!
Especially if you ever played and liked Marble Madness.

Pros.

Its better than marble madness. (High praise!)

This is great value, and will give you hours of fun!

It works well on oculus rift too!

Play with the xbox controller.

It wont hurt your wallet unduly.

Every game is different, as it's procedurally generated.
Cons

I doesnt have native mouse support so you'll have to use a little work around to get your trackball to work with it.
It can be done using an autohotkey script to emulate the keyboard controls. Who knows the dev may add mouse
support in the future.

You may get addicted to this!

That's it!. Pretty much what you expect from the holy potatoes franchise. Skin is beautiful
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Tote\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Amazing chose your own story adventure. Don't expect high end graphics but do
expect a great story. Everything you do is a major decision to how the game will progress. Who you talk to, the sequence in
which you talk to people, which path you take, how you talk to people, it all matters. The fighting mechanics is interesting, you
have to gauge what your opponent will do and figure out how to counter. You're given hints on what to do from the text, which
brings me to the text.....theres a lot. Don't get me wrong I'm not complaining; it's really well written, I just didn't expect to read
so much. The game has no voice actors instead it's all text, but more graphically active than other text based games like zork. It's
crucial to read and understand. This game is actually great for helping people develop critical reading skills. My only problem is
that the game is too short, I get that it's based off a book series by Steve Jackson so it probably has limited source material. I
actually want to read the books. Anyways, a great game I recommend.. Great mod :D. If you are a fan of either SAO or AW, it
is a tolerable game. But overall the game mechanism feels very sluggish and outdated. It is definitely a step back from Hallow
Realization. I would highly recommend Hallow Realization or Fatal Bullet over this.. Another Piece of Gold! Thanks a lot for
this!
The Music is Amazing!, I bought the Soundtrack and I love it!

The Best Song is: <3 SCOURGE (EXTENDED MIX) <3

Best Regards from Colombia! ^^ ;). Enjoyable game. Yes, it does start to get repetitive after about 12 or so hours but the game
has a very good story, soundtrack, and gameplay at the start. The story is affected in many ways by your actions. I would suggest
buying this when it goes on sale rather than full price.. P2W and just a time consuming mess. If you have time and a lot of
money go and play it. It is fun in the beginning to build villages and strongholds, but if you don't aline yourself with the ruling
house then you basically get ransacked and decimated 24\/7. Not for F2P players with no time to spare re-building villages
without spending money on fast-track cards.. So many good review on this game so i've tried it.

Positive :
+Lot of puzzles
+Sound can be turn off
+workshop

Negative :
- Puzzles are not put in serie by size, so you need to check each serie to find the big puzzles.
- if you keep "mouse" sound, it's like having a thing between a woodpecker and a machine gun next to you.
- background cannot be turn on to something neutral for the eyes. The best you can have is some pinky-purple saturated color
for the eyes.
- There's is no way you can turn to gray the numbers by yourself.
- It's laggy on the computer i use to play MMO.

And for me last point is making the game so unconfortable to play that I will just uninstall it and never come back to it. When
you try to go fill something on the other side of the puzzle and the game is just not responding for a couple of sec, or when you
try to fill 6 square with one clic and the game has a lag making everything freeze for a couple of sec, then color everything
between where your mouse was and where it think it is now. Not acceptable at all. I could tolerate that on a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 smartphone, but not on a good computer.. this game is garbage not in english looks
like crap and steam refuses to refund it buyer be aware. This game ain't that bad. They just suck at doing controls. Graphics are
okay ain't that bad. MotoGP, Big bikes and Motorcycle lovers will surely enjoy this game!
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